Sleep Disorders,
Mental Stress
& Depression

80% Result For Psoriasis With NeB
(within one month)

By Peter Lim

Are you among the growing number of sufferers for many years
and without end? Whatever your health challenges, we believe
we have most of the answers through energy to help you!
Before

Understanding diseases

Recognising that over 90 per cent of diseases are
due to pathogens of bacteria, fungi, viruses,
parasites, toxins or tumours is the key to deal with
these challenges. Nearly 100 per cent of cancer
is mainly due to toxins and pathogens. Each of
these has energy level to weaken our cellular
energy and immune system. Identifying the correct
frequency helps boost the immune system to
overcome their presence. The complementary and
innovative therapy of NeB over a 20-year research
helps to identify these challenges, giving hope to
hopeless and countless cases.

Sleep disorders, mental stress, anxiety
and depression

A 60-year-old Korean lady suffered for seven
years. She had pain all over, depending on mental
pills. Recently she was hospitalised for eight weeks
in Korea. We analysed her photo and found high
levels of fungus in her brain and lungs that caused
her sleep disorders, leading to body breakdown,
anxiety and depression. She had environmental
toxins in her intestines. Within a week of using our
NeB patch programmes, she recovered and asked
for a discharge. She stopped all her seven year
medications. Within a month, she is enjoying life
with nature to the fullest with good appetite. Her
pain is gone!
Our research showed the presence of bacteria,
fungi, viruses or parasites in the brain, ears, bones
and body that could also cause stress, pain,
memory loss, and diseases. A number of females
came to me with unexplained body changes in
their later years and only to discover they have
autistic virus in their brains. All have found good
success with NeB.

Autism

Most autistic children and adults could not find
a breakthrough answer. A 44-year-old mother
with three seven-year-old children sought help.
After an anti-viral injection when they were two
years old, the eldest behaved "in his own world".
I tested his energy levels and confirmed he has
mild autism. But the other two children were even
worst. The mother was tested to have R1H2 virus

in the uterus which infected the brains of the unborn
babies. I tracked the root to the grandfather who
could be the most likely cause. If left untreated,
the next generation would most certainly have the
same challenge.
For twelve years another mother was searching
to help her 14-year-old boy, but found no
breakthrough. Within two months of using NeB,
she used a brain scan to confirm my findings that
the brain has dramatically improved. With NeB,
it takes up to six months to remove the virus from
the brain and womb, and up to two years to repair
the brain cells. Our Brain Stem patch may help
quicken the recovery and help those with brain
damage, dementia and Parkinson's disease.

Psoriasis & eczema
A 48-year-old Australian resident suffers from
serious psoriasis for five years. My tests and photo
confirmed the root cause as fungal. Within one
month of using NeB, 80 per cent progress was
noted and he sent pictures to support (see above).
There is hope for eczema sufferers as this is easier
to help than psoriasis.

Parasites
A 40-year-old Myanmar resident here had 2
pregnancies aborted. She badly needs a child.
As found in other cases, she has high level of
parasites in the womb that must be rid off that
could have affected the unborn child. Our Sex
Organ Stem Cell helps repair the cells.
Another mother of 37 wanted a third child. After
taking remedial actions for the third time and
confirming with the photo results, she is ready for
a potentially healthy child!

After

A 40-year-old Austrian resident here has sleep
disorders, night sweating, memory loss and pain.
I tested him for herpes and the photo confirmed
it. If left untreated, this could lead to cervical
cancer for the partner.
A 33-year-old Indonesian resident here was tested
to have EB virus that could lead to nose cancer.
He did not know but complained about migraine
and body pain. EB virus is high in his brain!
A 51-year-old has multiple health challenges
including a high level of hepatitis B virus.

Heart attacks & strokes

A 62-year-old friend was tested to have high levels
of arterial plaques and calcifications. He had
stroke eight years ago. He could face the same
or have a heart attack within six months if remedial
actions are not timely.
A 54-year-old Indonesian was tested to have high
levels of diabetic virus and fibrin in his bone
marrow, pancreas and eyes. NeB could predict
diabetic conditions many years ahead!
In these days, growing numbers are seeking NeB
with very good and positive results. The secret lies
in using the right energy to boost the immune
system to do its functions, and usually achievable
within three to four months. Share these discoveries
with your friends to come forward. It could be the
last resort!

My grandchildren used to be sick and even
hospitalised for various reasons. Their unbelieving
parents eventually used NeB to effectively
neutralise and build up the immune systems.

Herpes, EB Virus & hepatitis
A 54-year-old visiting Japanese denied that he
has herpes after my test. On reflection, he admitted
he had herpes 30 years ago. I told him it is in his
brain and spinal cord and the photo proved it.
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